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ABSTRACT

UK climate change policy relies on a combination of nuclear power, renewable generation (mostly wind power) and carbon capture and storage to decarbonize the electricity grid. There are technical, economic or public acceptability issues with all elements of this strategy. Advancements in gas extraction technology mean that natural gas should be available for most of this century; consequently it is worth re-examining the use of gas fired micro combined heat and power units (CHP) as a way of meeting medium term emission reduction goals.

The Carbon Trust carried out field trials of micro CHP units in domestic and small scale commercial applications in England. Units based on Stirling Engines were used in domestic applications and found to produce only modest emission savings when compared to condensing boilers and grid electricity. Internal combustion (IC) engines were used in the commercial premises and these produced nearly twice the emission savings of the Stirling engines. The IC units were used with auxiliary boilers for peak and low load duties following established commercial CHP practice.

Currently small Stirling engine micro CHP plants receive feed in tariff payments in the UK but there is no support for small (IC) engine CHP schemes.

Unfortunately the field trials did not investigate heating groups of a few houses in the same way as a commercial property. This study models this option and expands it to integrate solar water heating into the system to reduce the need to run the system purely for hot water in the summer. It was found that by using thermal stores it is possible to satisfy traditional heating patterns while only running the CHP plant at times of peak electricity demand. As such they could form a key component in the national electricity mix as well as supplying low carbon heat.
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INTRODUCTION

Summary of carbon trust field trial finding

The field trials were conducted over 2006-2007 they included 72 Stirling engine micro CHP units installed in a range of houses selected to reflect the UK housing stock, 15 existing IC engine based units installed in applications like care homes and community heating schemes, and 36 houses with condensing boilers to provide bench mark data [1,2]. The installations were monitored on a five minute interval for 12 months. All installation had hot water storage tanks. The Stirling engines were installed as direct replacements for the central heating boilers. The commercial units had thermal stores and auxiliary boilers.

The following parameters were used to evaluate the systems: gas used, heat generated, gross electrical efficiency, gross heating efficiency and carbon benefit ratio. The carbon benefit ratio is defined as:

\[ CBR = \frac{(\text{heatout} \times \text{CEF}_\text{gas} + E_{\text{gen}} \times \text{CEF}_\text{ele})}{(\text{Gasin} \times \text{CEF}_\text{gas} + E_{\text{used}} \times \text{CEF}_\text{ele})} \]  

Equation 1 implies that gas is used to provide heat; this is the case in the vast majority of UK houses. The average CBR for the different systems are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1 Carbon benefit ratios for systems tested in field trial**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>top 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boiler</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stirling Engine CHP</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC CHP</td>
<td>117%</td>
<td>130%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was quite a wide variation in CBR between similar sites. An indication of the performance that can be achieved by following best practice can be inferred from the performance of the top 10% of sites for each
type of heating system. The CBR for the domestic systems (boiler and Stirling) were found to drop down to 70% during the summer when the units were only required for water heating. The commercial systems had a lower seasonal dip. The CBR for the Stirling engine systems increased with thermal load and length of run. It was concluded that:

- IC engine CHP would produce carbon savings in commercial application.
- Stirling engine systems would produce carbon savings but only in households with higher heating loads.

Alternative application philosophy

The Carbon Trust trials adopted a philosophy that domestic micro CHP units should be a plug in replacement for domestic gas boilers. Unfortunately this is unlikely to result in them performing well. The main reason for this is the low thermal storage capacity in traditional UK heating system. The system design manual for the Stirling engine used in the majority of installations clearly states that thermal stores should be used if the average thermal load is less than 7kW [3], the Carbon Trust trial report gives the peak heating load of a typical UK house as 6kW [2] so a thermal store should have been fitted. The advantages of using thermal buffer stores with micro CHP systems is well documented [4,5]. Senertec recommend the use of a 750l thermal store with their Dachs unit [6]. Consequently the performance of the micro CHP systems may have been improved had thermal stores been installed.

The average size of boiler fitted into houses in the UK is 10-30 kWh [2], this reflects the requirement to replenish the hot water in a small hot water tank for a continuous supply of hot baths. If a thermal store of 300l is installed this requirement can be ignored as three baths can be taken from it without the outlet temperature falling below acceptable levels [7]. Consequently a smaller heating unit can be installed. The economic benefits of using an auxiliary heater to support a CHP unit are well established for industrial systems and have been considered for micro CHP [8]. If this is done, the thermal rating of the CHP unit would be in the order of 3 - 6 kW. It is noticeable that the Whispergen mk5 unit has a nominal thermal output of 7kW which can be boosted to 12kW with an auxiliary burner, as such it can supply two houses rather than a single house. However if a single micro CHP unit is going to supply multiple houses it is unlikely to be mounted in the occupied space of one of them. Consequently the lower noise levels of a Stirling engine become less of an advantage over an IC engine which has a considerably higher CBR than commercially available Stirling engines.

The running of main heating systems for short periods in the summer to provide hot water is bound to be inefficient due to the relatively high level of losses during the start up and shut down periods. If thermal stores are used it should be possible to use solar water heaters to provide hot water during the period when space heating is not required.

Consequently it was decided to model the performance of a range of small micro CHP units supplying a single house. The CHP units would have identical characteristics to commercial units so that in a real installation they could be realised by sharing a single CHP unit between a few houses (it is intended to develop a multi house model in the future). The system would be supported by an auxiliary boiler to maintain a minimum store temperature. The impact of using different sizes of thermal store and optional solar water heaters was investigated.

The CBR formula used by the Carbon Trust is likely to show an emission benefit simply because gas is being used as a primary fuel rather than the grid mix of coal, gas, nuclear and renewables. To get an assessment criteria which is independent of the grid mix it was decided to compare primary fuel usage between a benchmark house with a gas fired condensing boiler supplied with grid electricity from a gas fired combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) power station with the gas used by a similar house with gas fired micro CHP, auxiliary boiler and grid electricity from a gas fired CCGT power station. As gas is the primary fuel in both cases it will give a true comparison between the technologies used.

Potential for solar water heating in the UK

Britain is often thought as a cool damp country with a wide variation in sun light across the country. However estimates of hourly irradiation that would have been received in a typical year at 12 cities across the UK have been taken from Exeter Universities PROMETHEUS web site [9]. The average daily irradiation for the summer period (arbitrarily defined as day 100 to day 250 of the year) was calculated as 4.6 kWh m\(^{-2}\) with a standard deviation of 1.5 kWh m\(^{-2}\). This only varies by 17% across the country. Consequently solar water heating should be usable in areas where most of the people live.
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The core of the system is the thermal store. It receives heat from the CHP engine, auxiliary boiler, and solar water heater. It delivers heat to the radiator system and domestic hot water system (DHW). The CHP plant and auxiliary boiler are controlled by the temperature of the thermal store using separate thermostats with variable deadbands. The temperature of the store was calculated at the end of each 7.5 minute time period by

\[
T_{n+1} = T_n + \frac{\sum \text{Heat in}_n - \sum \text{Heat out}_n}{\text{mass} \cdot \text{specific heat}} \tag{2}
\]

All temperatures are assumed to be constant throughout the period. In order to keep the number of combinations manageable it was decided to consider three thermal store sizes: 300l, 500l, and 1000l.

**Heat in**

**CHP**

It was decided to look at combinations that are realisable with commercially available CHP engines. A heat supply of 12, 6 or 4 kW of heat can be achieved from different CHP engines by sharing them between 1 to 3 houses. It was decided to base the CHP engine model on the Senertech Dachs engine as its thermal characteristics have been studied previously and it was included in the Carbon Trust trials [6,17,18,2]. This engine has a lhv electrical efficiency of 26% and a lhv heat efficiency of 63% [6]. The heat produced in the first 7.5 minutes of each run was reduced by 90% to allow for the warm up period of the engine.

The CHP engine is prevented from running over some time periods. This prevents the CHP plant creating a noise nuisance by running early in the morning or late at night. The CHP plant should be used in preference to the auxiliary boiler so its cut in temperature is 5°C higher than the auxiliary boiler's. It is desirable for the CHP engine to be run for long periods so a high cut out temperature is desirable. The CHP engine will overheat if the coolants return temperature is too high. For the Dachs unit the recommended maximum return temperature is 75°C [6]. As there needs to be a temperature difference between the thermal store temperature and the CHP coolant circulating through the heating coil it was decided to stop the CHP unit when the thermal store temperature reached 65°C.

**Auxiliary boiler**

The auxiliary boiler is also prevented from running outside given time periods. It cuts in if the thermal store temperature drops below the design delivery temperature of the domestic hot water system (DHW) (assumed to be 50°C). Condensing boilers only condense if the return water temperature is below the water dew point of their exhaust and ideally less than 50°C consequently it is desirable to stop the auxiliary boiler at as low a temperature as is practical. In this case a cut out temperature of 60°C has been used. The auxiliary boiler was sized so that the total heating power of the boiler and the CHP engine would be 12 kW in all cases. The auxiliary boiler is assumed to have an efficiency of 83% which was the average achieved by condensing boilers in a field trial [19].

**Solar water heater**

Estimates of hourly beam and diffuse irradiation that would have been received at Heathrow for a year in the period 1961 to 1990 have been taken from Exeter Universities PROMETHEUS web site [9]. These have been used to calculate the hourly solar irradiation on an inclined solar collector. To maximise the use of solar energy it was decided to collect extra solar energy on sunny day and store it for use on cloudy ones. This meant that the solar collector would have to operate efficiently with a high collection temperature. A collector that uses vacuum tube heat pipes would be suitable for this duty and it was decided to model the performance of the Sunnpro series of solar collectors as they appeared to be typical of this type of collector [10]. The collector was assumed to be optimally mounted and the area adjusted such that the store temperature did not exceed 90°C. The amount of energy that can be stored on a sunny day is naturally a function of the store size; a larger collector area is needed to collect more energy consequently the size of solar collector that can be installed increases with store size. The following collector areas were used for the different store sizes:

- 4 m² collector with 300 l store
- 5 m² collector with 500 l store
- 7 m² collector with 1000 l store

**Solar Gain**

The solar energy received per square meter of south facing window for each day has been calculated using the hourly solar data for Heathrow and the following factors from the SAP procedure [11]: frame factor of 0.7, transmittance 0.76, solar access factor 0.9. It was assumed that the house would have the equivalent of one south facing wall with a window area of 5.44m² (glazing fraction of 17% from [11]) and that the solar gains through the other walls would be negligible.

**Metabolic and cooking**
Metabolic gain is the heat given off by the occupants of the dwelling. The SAP procedure [11] assumes that the heat dissipation to the surroundings is assumed to be 100 Watt per person. 80% of English households have less than 4 occupants [12] so it was decided to assume an occupancy level of 3 for calculating the metabolic gain and DHW demand. No attempt was made to model the occupancy pattern of the house on the assumption that the occupants would not mind the property being slightly colder if they were not in it. The SAP procedure [11] uses equation 3 for average cooking gain.

\[ \text{gain} = 35 + 7 N \text{ kWh/day} \] (3)

It would be more realistic to consider that cooking only take place in the hours 12:00 to 13:00 and 18:00 to 19:00 this would then give cooking loads for these periods of, 0.672 kWh for occupancy levels of 3.

Lighting and appliance gain
It was assumed that eventually all electrical power used in the home would end up as heat. The standard 30 minute demand profiles used by the electricity balancing market administrators [14] was used to estimate the hourly electricity consumption which would give a typical annual consumption of 3545 kWh.

It was found in a trial of solar water heaters that they had an electricity consumption equivalent to 7% of the heat they collected [20]. Boilers electrical loads are around 2% of their thermal output. Consequently the electrical load has been increased when solar water heaters are used.

Thermal Store losses
As the thermal store is assumed to be in the heated area of the house the heat loss from it is a heat gain for the house. The Hot Water Association standard for heat stores [7] gives the following equation for calculating the maximum permitted 24 hour heat loss from a heat store installation in a new building:

\[ Q_{HL-MAX} = 1.28 \times [0.2 + 0.051 (VT)^{2/3}] \] (4)

Where \( Q_{HL-MAX} \) is the maximum permitted daily heat loss from a thermal store in kWh and \( VT \) is the total storage capacity of a thermal store in litres. It is tested with an initial store temperature of 75°C, and an ambient air temperature of 20°C. This does not reflect the conditions the store is use in but it has been used to calculate an average heat loss coefficient on the basis that the rate of heat loss will be proportional to the difference in temperature between the store and the ambient air so:

\[ \Delta Q/\Delta t = K (T_w - T_a) \] (5)

The value of K for a range of store sizes is shown in Table 2.

**Table 2 Heat loss constants for thermal stores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>( Q_{HL-MAX} )</th>
<th>( \Delta T_{24} )</th>
<th>( K )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>9.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>19.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \Delta T_{24} \) is the temperature drop of the store after 24 hours.

Heat out
Radiator system
Radiator based central heating systems are well established and can be assumed to work so there is no need to model the workings of the heat distribution system. When running, the radiator system supplies the net loss from the building and stores heat within the building fabric. When the radiators are not running the net heat loss is supplied by the heat stored in the building fabric. The output of the radiator system is a function of the thermal store temperature.

Domestic hot water
The Energy Saving Trust [14] carried out a survey of DHW usage in the UK which gave averages for the volume used, delivery temperature, and incoming water mains temperature. This has been used to derive the following equation for the average DHW energy requirement:

\[ Q_{dhw} = 4.56 + 6.53N \text{MJ/d}^{-1} \] (6)

The report includes a water usage profile taken from the hourly average consumption of all the house included in the survey. This included some usage throughout the night. It is unlikely that people use hot water in their sleep so this figure is the results of a higher usage by a few people with nocturnal habits rather than a low general usage. To overcome this anomaly it was decided to allocate the total energy used between 21:00 and 7:00 equally between the 6, 21, 22, and 23 hourly time periods. This profile is shown in Figure 1. It has been reported that DHW consumption reduces in the summer [11,13] and that the mains water temperature is higher in the summer these factors have been combined to give a monthly adjustment factor to be applied to the consumption calculated from equation (6). This is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 1 DHW daily usage profile

Figure 2 monthly adjustment factors for DHW usage.

Heat loss
The most common type of house in Britain is a three bedroom semi-detached or terraced house with a floor area of 82m² [12,15]. There is a wide range of construction techniques used so the thermal conductivity and thermal mass will vary between houses. Three common construction styles are considered:

Type 1 - typical early 20th century construction of facing brick, air cavity, and inner brick skin with a plaster facing. There have been a number of government schemes to improve the insulation standard of houses and it has been assumed that type 1 properties would have had the loft insulated to a depth of 100mm, cavity wall insulation injected and double glazing fitted over the last 30 years.

Type 2 houses - typical mid 20th century these are similar to type 1 houses but the inner skin of the cavity wall is made of cinderblock rather than brick. Again it was assumed that the insulation improvement measures implemented on the type 1 houses have also been carried out on the type 2 house.

Type 3 houses - built to current building regulation.

It is assumed that a typical house is a cube with a pitched roof that is joined to a similar house by a common wall. Glazing fraction and material U values were taken from the government's Standard Assessment Procedure manual for the energy ratings of dwellings [11]. This gave the following heat loss from the different building types:

- Type 1, 180 W/K
- Type 2, 167 W/K
- Type 3, 89 W/K

An allowance for ventilation loss has also been included. Test on a range of property types in Scotland found ventilation rates in mid-winter ranging from 2.15 to 0.05 air changes per hour (ACH⁻¹). Some of this variation can be accounted for by building type, and age however there was also a wide range of values within each type of building indicating differences caused by location, or user preference [16]. It was decided to use the following ventilation losses:

- Type 1, 1.6 ACH⁻¹ 118 W/K
- Type 2, 1.0 ACH⁻¹ 73 W/K
- Type 3, 0.4 ACH⁻¹ 29 W/K

This gives the total losses for the three building types of

- Type 1, 298 W/K 3.66 W/m²K
- Type 2, 240 W/K 2.93 W/m²K
- Type 3, 119 W/K 1.45 W/m²K

This compares with the average value of 247 W/K for the UK housing stock from the domestic energy fact file [17].

Thermal storage
Heat is stored in the fabric of the buildings. The amount of heat stored depends on the temperature of the building element and its thermal mass.

Table 3 Heat stored in each element of the wall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type 1</th>
<th>Type 2</th>
<th>Type 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>outer skin</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insulation</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inner skin</td>
<td>180.4</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>84.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 gives the heat storage per 1°C difference in temperature across the wall in kJ m⁻² K⁻¹. It shows that nearly all of the heat storage occurs inside the insulation envelope of the building. Consequently it was decided to assume that the only significant heat storage is in the inner skin of the outside walls and the internal walls. The thermal masses for the building types being considered are:

- Type 1, 18,516 kJ K⁻¹
- Type 2, 8,333 kJ K⁻¹
- Type 3, 9,17 kJ K⁻¹
Acceptability criteria

Plant combinations or operating constraints that resulted in the thermal store temperature dropping below 40°C (commonly assumed minimum acceptable level for DHW) or to a level where the radiator systems capacity was lower than the power that it was required to deliver were considered to be unacceptable to the occupants.

Operation periods

Radiator system

It was decided to follow common UK practice and run the radiator system between 06:00 - 10:00 and 16:00 - 22:00.

Auxiliary boiler

The purpose of the auxiliary boiler is to provide heat when the CHP plant can’t cope. Given that the size of thermal stores being considered will supply over a day’s DHW the assistance of the auxiliary boiler should only be required when the radiator system is able to run.

CHP

There could be some advantage to the grid if they had control over when a large number of micro CHP plants started so it was decided to look at the impact of delaying the start of the CHP plant by one and two hours from the start of the radiator system.

Parameters calculated

• CHP starts in year
• CHP running days in year
• Average number of starts on running days
• Maximum starts in any day
• Average running hours per day on running days
• Fraction of heat load provided by the CHP
• CHP capacity factor
• CHP annual heating efficiency
• Primary fuel saving when compared to all gas system for grid electricity and local heating
• Net annual electricity consumption
• CHP running patterns

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Unless stated otherwise all results are for type 2 houses as these have loss characteristics that are close to the national average.

Primary energy savings

Figure 3 shows the primary energy saving for the different plant combinations. In all cases the 6kW CHP engine gave higher savings than the 12kW ones. This is due to the higher efficiency achieved by the 6kW installation shown in Figure 11. The 4kW installations have marginally higher efficiencies than the 6kW ones but the advantage of this is outweighed by the increased use of the auxiliary boiler in the 4kW installations and their lower electrical generation as shown in Figure 4.

*Figure 3 net primary energy savings*

The impact of adding solar water heaters to the 12kW boiler installations is relatively higher than adding the same solar pannels to the CHP systems. This is due to the reduction in electricity generation resulting from lower CHP running hours when solar water heating is used.

The increase in primary energy use with store size in the boiler only cases reflects the increased thermal losses from the larger stores.

It is worth noting that the benchmark case of CCGT generated grid electricity and gas condensing boilers gives a 32% reduction on the emissions that would have occured with a 1990 grid mix and non condensing boilers so a 25% primary fuel saving against this papers benchmark is a 49% saving against the Kyoto protocol baseline.

Electricity production

Figure 4 shows the net electricity import for the different plant combination. The electricity import is expressed as the ratio of the annual net electricity import to the annual load for the house using a 12 kW boiler with 300l store and no solar water heating. It should be remembered that domestic electricity consumption is stochastic and a low net electricity import results from the export to the grid being of the same order as the electricity imported from the grid.

As the total heat demand should increase with store size (due to increased losses) it may be expected that generation will increase with store size. However the reverse is true for the 12kW
installations; the reason for this is the improvement in annual heating efficiency with increasing store size for these installations.

Figures 5 and 7 show the impact of increasing the store size on running patterns. Increasing the store size also reduces multiple starts but it does not produce the reliable peak hour generation pattern seen in Figure 6.

Figure 7 run pattern for 12kW CHP and 1000l store without solar

There appears to be a large discrepancy in the running hours on day 240 between Figure 5 and 7. In the summer the CHP plant is only used for DHW. The engine will run for the length of time required to reheat the thermal store, consequently it will run for 3 times longer with the 1000l store than it would for the 300l one. This is compensated for by the fact that in the summer the engine with a 1000l store does not need to start every day (Figure 9).

Figure 9 CHP running days

Comparison between Figures 5 and 8 show the impact of adding solar water heaters. As may be expected this reduces the running hours in the summer.

Figure 8 run pattern for 12kW CHP with solar water heater and 1000l store

Figure 6 run pattern for 4 kW CHP and 300l store without solar

Figure 5 shows short runs with some incidences of multiple starts in the morning period. The runs in Figure 6 last for longer periods and could be relied upon to generate over the morning and evening peak electrical demand periods in the winter.

Figure 5 run pattern for 12 kW CHP and 300l store without solar

Run patterns

Figures 5 to 8 show the proportion of each hour that the CHP plant runs on various days throughout the year. The impact of reducing the CHP plant size on running patterns can be seen in Figures 5 & 6.

Figure 4 net annual electricity imports

There appears to be a large discrepancy in the running hours on day 240 between Figure 5 and 7. In the summer the CHP plant is only used for DHW. The engine will run for the length of time required to reheat the thermal store, consequently it will run for 3 times longer with the 1000l store than it would for the 300l one. This is compensated for by the fact that in the summer the engine with a 1000l store does not need to start every day (Figure 9).

Figure 9 CHP running days

Comparison between Figures 5 and 8 show the impact of adding solar water heaters. As may be expected this reduces the running hours in the summer.

Figure 8 run pattern for 12kW CHP with solar water heater and 1000l store

Figure 7 run pattern for 12kW CHP and 1000l store without solar

There appears to be a large discrepancy in the running hours on day 240 between Figure 5 and 7. In the summer the CHP plant is only used for DHW. The engine will run for the length of time required to reheat the thermal store, consequently it will run for 3 times longer with the 1000l store than it would for the 300l one. This is compensated for by the fact that in the summer the engine with a 1000l store does not need to start every day (Figure 9).

Figure 9 CHP running days

Comparison between Figures 5 and 8 show the impact of adding solar water heaters. As may be expected this reduces the running hours in the summer.
Heating efficiency
The annual heating efficiency achieved by the CHP engine will be a function of the number of starts that the engine makes and the length of each run. Figure 10 shows the annual thermal efficiency and the average number of starts per hour run for all the combinations considered.

Figure 10 heating efficiency
The starts per running-hour ratio will be a function of the CHP size and store size as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 influences on the start running hour ratio and heating efficiencies
Figure 11 show data for units without solar water heating.

Load factors
Reducing the CHP unit size does improve the starts per running-hour ratio but the auxiliary boiler operates more frequently for installations with smaller CHP units as identified in Figure 12. The CHP units can supply more than 100% of the primary energy as the exported electricity is considered to be a negative flow. As solar water heating is mainly available in summer it is not surprising that its impact is to reduce the CHP running rather than that of the boiler.

Impact of delaying CHP start
The effect of delaying the start of the CHP plant is to increase the load on the auxiliary boiler. This reduces the running hours of the CHP and the associated electricity generation.

Table 4 primary fuel savings for different start delays
Table 4 covers installation without solar water heaters. In these cases the load is split between the CHP plant and boiler so any reduction in CHP load is taken up by the boiler. As the 12kW system has no boiler all the heat for the period of the delay must come from the thermal store, it was found that this was only possible with 1000l stores. Delaying the CHP start means that the store will be feeding heat into the radiator system for the period before the CHP is allowed to run. This will lower the store temperature which will increase the chances of the CHP unit running when it is enabled. The
impact of this can be seen by comparing Figures 7 and 13.

Figure 13 run patter for a 12 kW CHP unit with 1000l store and a one hour start delay

Impact of different building types

Many of the running parameters for type 1 and 3 houses are similar to those for a type 2 house; some noticeable exceptions are shown in Table 5. Table 5 is for buildings fitted with 1000l thermal stores and solar water heaters. There is a large difference in heating requirements between the building types. 40% of the heat required for the type 3 house is actually provided by the solar water heater consequently the size of the CHP unit has been reduced for this building type so that it had similar operating regime to those on the other building types.

Table 5 comparison of different building types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>building type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHP size kW</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heating kWh</td>
<td>14913</td>
<td>11440</td>
<td>6035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net primary fuel kWh</td>
<td>17743</td>
<td>14857</td>
<td>10987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electricity import %</td>
<td>-27.9%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capacity factor</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>running days</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The low heating requirement of the type 3 building leads to the electricity generated by the CHP being far less than that consumed on site. The resulting high electricity import fraction increases the net primary fuel used. The opposite is true for the type 1 house where the high electricity exports offset some of the gas consumption to give a reduced net primary fuel use.

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that with suitably sized CHP engines and thermal stores it should be possible to achieve at least 20% primary fuel saving. This figure can be increased by 5-8% by adding solar water heaters to the installation. This corresponds to a 49% emission saving when compared to the Kyoto protocol base line date.

The annual thermal efficiency of a CHP unit reduces as the ratio of its number of starts to running hours increases. This can be optimised by reducing the CHP unit size or increasing the store size. However too small a CHP unit causes increased running of the auxiliary boiler which reduces the primary fuel saving. Too large a CHP unit for a given store size leads to short run times and lower thermal efficiency.

Traditional radiator systems can be supplied by thermal stores that are heated by small CHP units that are restricted to run over the morning and evening electricity peaks. As they run consistently during the winter period it would be possible to consider them as peak lopping generation plant.

Providing large thermal stores are used there appears to be some scope to bring forward or delay the running of CHP plants to help balance the grid. However delaying the start of CHP units reduces the primary energy saving that they achieve so this facility should be used sparingly.

Higher primary fuel savings can be achieved in buildings with higher heat loads. But it is worth remembering that the total heat load for the type 1 house is 15.3 MWh a⁻¹ with 11.5 MWh a⁻¹ and 6.1 MWh a⁻¹ for the type 2 and 3 houses so the actual primary fuel used is much lower for the type 3 house. There would appear to be limited scope for CHP usage in highly insulated houses.

Given the real fuel savings that this established technology can make and the assistance that it could give the grid the case for giving it some sort of support should be reconsidered. But the systems must be correctly sized and used with thermal stores rather than traditional hot water tanks.
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NOMENCLATURE

\[ CE_{\text{gas}} = \text{carbon emissions factor for gas (kgCO}_2\text{/kWh)} \]
\[ CE_{\text{ele}} = \text{carbon emissions factor for electricity} \]
\[ E_{\text{gen}} = \text{Electricity generated} \]
\[ E_{\text{used}} = \text{Electricity used by CHP unit and heating system} \]
\[ T_n = \text{Thermal store temperature during period} \ n \]
\[ Q_{dhw} = \text{daily energy required for domestic hot} \]
\[ N = \text{number of occupants} \]
\[ K = \text{the heat loss constant for the heat store} \]
\[ T_a = \text{ambient air temperature around the store} \]
\[ T_w = \text{average temperature of the water in the store} \]
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